
STRATEGIC MARKETING PLAN

Jun 7, Six takeaways from the SiriusDecisions, Inc. 'Marketing Plan-on-a-Page Template' to help you build a strategic
marketing plan at your.

The first step is to organize your flow into distinct steps. Technology can bring advantages and challenges that
will increase or decrease production level. Marketing budget: Last and most importantly, a strategic marketing
plan is considered complete due to the inclusion of a realistic marketing budget and the dedication of an
implementation period. Product and geographical responsibilities are also assigned to some companies. For
example, your product could be longer lasting, more accessible, more reliable or very user-friendly so the
buyers will choose it over the competition each time. Get Our Best-Kept Secrets. Specific strategies for the
product, distribution, price, and promotion are detailed in this part of the plan. Step 5: Research marketing
tactics. Emphasize important statistics, metrics, and numbers in your marketing plan To make your plan both
more convincing, and easier to scan, you should create a hierarchy of information in your page design.
Objectives and tasks are determined that each organizational level and delegated for implementation to the
level below. Developing planning schedules â€” time needs to be allocated to specific tasks so they can be
accomplished. Live out your mission. The goals inform the rationalization of resources in production,
distribution, and marketing while the strategies discuss the conversion of targets into realities. And as well, if
customers are grouped by their common response to marketing, then the cooperation will know the right
decisions to make to reach that specific market segment. You should write your marketing plan with this
growth in mind so you can measure it. Plan your marketing strategies so that you can evaluate the successful
campaigns and build upon them, while adjusting or stopping unsuccessful ones. Visualize important process
flows and strategy roadmaps To effectively outline new strategies, processes, and timelines, it can be very
helpful to visualize the flows. Step 2. Using project management software can help you to create a timeline.
By analyzing your situation this way, you can improve your marketing strategies, while overcoming
challenges that may or may not be in your control. Share it with us on Facebook , Twitter or our LinkedIn.
Create customer personas to help figure out who your ideal customers. One last point: Creating marketing
plans is not just an exercise to be done once and then put on the virtual shelf. Success has always depended on
awareness of the offering and establishment of value in the minds of prospective buyers. Assess the macro
environment in terms of social, economic, political, and technological opportunities and challenges.
Remember to clearly label each step and to use visual cues like lines or arrows to indicate the direction in
which the flow should be read. Be flexible enough to adjust budgets, and move money away from campaigns
that aren't working into strategies that working. How do I start creating a marketing plan? For example, look at
how speech bubble pictograms are used in this page to show key statistics: In that same marketing plan,
important content-related data is emphasized using brightly colored shapes, illustrative icons and big fonts:
Color choice , icons and font styles all help bring key information forward in this content strategy plan
template: 4. And they should exploit the positive divergences as well, for example if sales are better than
predicted for certain products then there could be more resources allocated to greater production or
distribution of the same item. The marketing mix objectives often indicate immediate results that move the
strategy toward the target market objectives. Mixing up your design will prevent your plan from being too
predictable.


